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Y WRITING incorporates the instruction andthe practice in writing short-to-medium-
and in the writing Tram saww& Stills required for resrarah and research writing are

paraphrasing, quotin& evaluating, and synthesizing. The course inalude3
cc in writing a multi-source rewmzpaper ofeunsiderable substantial lend on the
every semester
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not tour Out Ofaspiral notebook , bluelblacklred psns, number 1pencils, erasers,
paper, wordpweessrm flMdissr andbudgeffarpasaibife phormvpying ofwant

sties
in using Standard Edited American English we the focus ofthe course . Students will
edit, revise, andproofread their own work from the extended paragraph to the

through the different process stages ofwriting will help to build confidence in verbal
-class and art-!tome amignmem may involve peer-group critiques as well as instructor

are expected to participate andcomplete assignments on time .

grammar is made based on individual writers' needs. This writer's grammar approach
mechanical concerns reflected and corrected in actual written drafts ofassignments.
be addressed in formal class grammar workshops through textbook coverage .

Establishing your own

	

t-author's voice and writing grammatically clear, developed and concise sentences
in the context ofextenoe paragraphs and formal essays, clean of plagiarism, mark an important deems ofthis
coarse . As a student, f4el comfortable to approach your professor for academic support.
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position orally?
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2 . Did I use the best word or words to help my readers see, hear, feel, taste, think about and remember my
message?
3 . Did I choose stron
4. Does my writing
5 . Does my writing
6. Do I have any
7. Did I leave out an
S.Did I overuse any
4. Have I included a

14 . Is my thesis state:
11 . Have a chosen a c
12 . Have I included e
13, Is my information
14 . Are there any con
IS. Is my docume

Ed&& Stan
1.

	

Have 1 checked fi
2.

	

Are all my senten
3.

	

Do I have the co
4. Does each senten,
~. Are the proper w

Both at-home and
a specific, clear, and
writer, demonstrate

Analysis * is a 1b
exploration of a sub,
assignments thro

action words?
ve an interesting beginning?
ve an ending?
ces or groups ofwords that 1 don't need?

necessary words or groups of words?
f the following words: and, so, then?
lear, complete thesis statement?
ent interesting to my readers?

method to develop my thesis?
ough information to support my ideas?

orate?
ctions?
of sources complete, authoritative, and accurate?

all spelling mistakes and corrected them?
complete?

ct marks at the end oftray sentences? (period, question mark?, exclamation pointl .)
start with a capital?
e cap~tai~zed?

If My Pa

	

Go"

	

ibuted to Oth
1 . Is my handwritin or typing neat and legible?
2.

	

Is my title propee1 placed on the page?
3. Did I proofread

	

paperto make sure that I have not made newmistakes?

/ untimed in-class writings will test the student's ability to clearly respond to a topic in
teresting manner. It will be read andevaluated by your professor on howwell you, the
following behavioral learning objectives :

limit yourpaper to the topic chosen
organize your ideas
supply supporting details, and
observe the conventions, in usage andmechanics, of

StandardEditedAglerican EP Q

Credited Student Writing Activities

of wdfing where you, the author, demonstrates a careful examination and
ct. The writers objective is to gain understanding. The following writing
out oursemester will academically demand.

1, Your crttical thinking
2. Your interpretation of information rather then your more report of it
3. Your demonstration to form new understandings rather than yourmerely

giving of simple facts
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Example:

	

s. Evaluate the impact ofcomputers on American education.
b. Examine a problem relating to computers in the workroce

rk you take on the college-university level as well as written work you should
rm "on thejob" in the real work-employment environment demand Met you
local thinking, a skip in writing not reserved solely for the English classroom,
assignments, therefore, are appropriate.

Mode ofEvaluation

TION ESSAY
RISON-CONTRAST ESSAY (Judgmental Analysis)
N AND CLASSIFICATION ESSAY
INING CAUSES & EFFECTS ESSAY
TION ESSAY

30°x6 PROP
TAKINC3 AN ARGUMENTIVE STAND ESSAY

SING A SOLUTION TO A PROBLEM ESSAY

ERARY ANALYSIS ESSAY

R SUPPORT EXERCISES

he Summary-Response Essay(s)
araphrase Writing
voiding Plagiarism

NTROVERSIAL ARGUMENTATIVE RESEARCH ESSAY
onstrating the Academic Documentation Protocol

(MLA) The Modem Language Association
(APA) The American Psychological Association
(CMS) The Chicago Manuel of Style

iro write an 8 to t0-page VILA Research Essay with the tntegration
)f a minimum five sources, together with a timed, oral presentation
in class . The required cover page, outline, and list of sources are
n addition to the minimum 8 to tD pages of studerd expository text.

d[ rough drafts and research note taking must be sawed and submitted
ythe student in orderto receive academia credit for the actual MLA Essay .

10-EXAMINATION ON DOCUMENTATION

HE FINAL EXAMINATIONS
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Mandatory Atte
Legal attendance is
after a brief class in
concepts taught and le
of the final course ave
active attendance-parti

ernces

day(s) absent,

1 .

	

Obtain your profes
Understand that ce,
would at times be
Seekyour instruct

2 . This course is highl
readings, exercises,
skills. Your sincere

1 . fn reality, students'
component in evel

t the Professor's

What are there
You
asst,
The
exc
un

t

1.

2.

r _th
1 . You

desi

r

2 . Any

M,AEd.

once
nthrough each student's written signature each meeting at the start of class and at times
ission when appropriate. Because the course is highly structured and systematic, where
ed interlock, habitual attendance is vital and mandatory, Attendance is graded as part

ge, andmissing or incomplete work can be justly interpreted by the professor as lack of
ipation.

or's counsel to make up missed work that is appropriate.
twin assignments may not be able to be made-up as their contents and/or condifoons
cult to replicate, such as oral or written responsesfrom class discussions, etc.

's recommendations after your absence.

structured and systematic, where concepts taught and learned interlock. Discussions,
lectures are intentionally designed to contribute to your critical thinking andwriting

eve] of commitment to this course is expected.

prospective employers also consider attendance to be the single most important
ting for employment.

Y enc

rm

Wi orr. U_n_excused

fitted to the 2rofesso_r _for f in
vanee of Your absence

ults ofan excused absence ?
e the opportunity to make-up assignments and/or testingfor credit within a
tad amount oftime determined br the instructor.

ork not made-up results in lost credit.

th

o an_unexcused absence?
ave lost allpossible academic creditfor thatparticular class time, its written /oral
means, etc. (Grade . F/Q °r4).
tructor reserves the right to determine which circumstances are considered

ed or unexcused and the right to lower your grade due to your nonattendance .
used absences .

Plagiarism
r ethics in the academic work ofeach student is serious . This means that authentic
All written work must demonstrate original student language unless the direct quoting

and attributed to the actual owner. Correct and standard documentation
professor should be integrated in the student's academic writing and proofread for
as well as in the original linguistic intent of work summarized, paraphrased, or
or of ideas not your own. The buying ofanother person's work for submission and the
ay ofturning die same assigtunent in to more than one course for credit is academic
wont is performed, make sum gyp members have been ethical in avoiding

bees may receive academic punishment for the results of one plagiarist.
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course .
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and exceptio
the task invo
an effective
Con n
An impofnt

_ d_e gf
Superior
development,
Writing skills
Courant
A controlling

nd Participation
ozne to class properly prepared . This includes completing all assignments with the
effort and thought and bringing all necessary classroom materials . You are also expected

om activities .

ecolrum
e on a consistent basis is required . Food and drink are not allowed, and refrain from using
licly and in written manner.

Work
face-value is deducted for each calendar day that an assignment is late . (For example. a
at B- 80% face value is deflated ten points for unexcused tardiness and now credited

e calendar day late.)

recycling of papers will result in the grade of "F" for the assignment, test, and/or

Grading Philosophy

100o~�Jfo _ EXCELLENT OUTSTANDING SCHOLARSHIP
arship and an unusual degree of intellectual initiative . Student-writer reflects

al knowledge and understanding of concepts, matched with a serious attitude far
. A sincere effort is demonstrated, with an excellent command of the skills of

iter .

trolling idea fully developed with concrete, vivid detail.

in necessary steps that reveal a sense of symmetry and emphasis;
ifled and coherent; transitions that reveal the progress of the argument .

are varied and forceful ; diction that is fresh, precise, and idiomatic; tone that
the SUbjed, diatinguiShea the writer, ang definer the audience .

i
done in a consistent and intelledual manner Student-writer reflects a growing
concerted knowledge, and understanding beyond the level of mere competence.
re acceptable, manageable, and serviceable.

ea developed with consistently pertinent detail .

in necessary steps; paragraphs unified and coherent; transitions that aid the
ive manner.

t are correct and varied; diction that is clear and idiomatic ; tone that fits the
a, and audience .

5
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Omeniiza
Order of ass
functional.

of Q
Inferior work
Work that sh
these areas

an
Order and e
transitions un

CNtr192
Sentences th
diction that is

viations from standard usage.

e indicating a competent grasp of subject matter. This is the minimal level of
xpected by your pr9fingr- The oWent writer demanctroteg an unarmAnding
imum knowledge of the subject and topic . Writing skills are acceptable and
anageabie. This is an honorable grade.

ea that is apparent and supported with relevant detail .

apparent; paragraphs unified and for the most part coherent; transitions

t are correct but ordinary; diction that is generally correct and idiomatic; tone that
'or the subject.

lotions from standard grammar, punctuation, and spelling.

at is noticeable and grammar, writing style, andlor content of subject and topic,
weaknesses in one or more of the criteria areas listed above, especially if

weaknesses have not been cleared up over a period of time.

ea that is too general, vague, or confused and is insufficiently supported with

hasis of essay inappropriate ; paragraphs jumbled or underdeveloped ;
r, mechanical, or tedious .

t lack necessary subordination, are tediously patterned, or immature, awkward ;
ague or unidiomatic; tone inconsistent,

agments or comma-splices, run-one; dangling modifiers ; agreement or
or other errors in grammar, punctuation, or spelling .
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Content
No discernib
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Sentences

hen!"
Serious prob
reference

Recipient of the
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Volume
Perl C.

Recipient oftire
Notch
COLLE,
at

University of Ha
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National Council
National Assoc!
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Aviation

I
p even the minimum subject matter ; no credit is given . Serious weaknesses in
the criteria listed above, especially 0 these have not been improved at all or

uring a designated period of time in the writing process . Writing skills are
and are not serviceable .

idea controlling random details .

phasis of essay indiscernible ; paragraphing lacking or wholly arbitrary ;
ing .

are incoherent ; diction that is non-standard ; tone indiscernible .

s with fragments or comma-splices, run-one ; dangling modifiers ; agreement or
re; or other errors in grammar, punctuation, or spelling .

'Marylandandfirst started his educational career during the1970s by
high school ENish in tf* metropolitan suburbs of Washington, D,C � where
a2C-year Nary medic stationed at Andrews Air Force Base

at Collage Park, Alumnus BA, 1977
ey Graduate School of EdUCStlon A Psychology

M.A.Ed., 19S1
fIN af at Dominguez Hills, 2"°M~sDegree Studies

Ington, D.C. Catholic School System

99ZAward "Who's Who Among America's Teachers,
Teachers in Amedra Selected by tBest Shident5"
Edaaetionat Commimncafons. frnc Lake Forest, Oftnofs

ofiacor
41M Outstanding Faculty Member ofthe Year Dean's Award,"

Olvision of EMBRY-RIDDLE AERONAUTICAL UNiVER$JTY
OF CAREER EDUCATtOt4 (Daytona Beach, Florida)
AF8 Q*ars' Club

Musician, Roman Cs#ollc Uturgies, Ote of die Ingalletlon Chaplain
of" Vfitary, Federal Contracted Plpe Organist - PisnWfor

' Chapel, Schofleld Arty BarracksHawaii
:LlturjW Music Director for the Rome,Catholic Services of
AOFW Bow CM$ (190), now~Amy AtFWd

i Professional Assembly Member (UHPA)
and CurTWum Development Member (ASCD)

Teachers of English Member (NOTE)
ofPastas! Musicians Member (NAPM)

PartyMember
Assocartlon Member (UAA), nationally prornotlng and furthering
ucadon as acollegiate academic discipline (Auburn University)
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